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A Nash–Moser type inverse function theorem in Banach spaces with loss of
derivatives is proved, and applications are given to singular quasi-linear Schro¨dinger
equations like the superﬂuid ﬁlm equation in plasma physics. Based on an implicit
function theorem in Sobolev spaces, a linearization method is introduced for the
local and global well-posedness of the Cauchy problem for nonlinear evolution
equations. The technique compensates for a loss of derivatives in the linearized
problem. This is illustrated by an application to strongly singular quasi-linear
Schro¨dinger equations where the nonlinearities include derivatives of second order.
The local well-posedness of the Cauchy problem is proved in Sobolev spaces for
arbitrary space dimension without assuming smallness assumptions on the initial
value. Here the linearized problem is solved using hyperbolic semigroup theory,
including evolution systems. © 2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to prove an inverse function theorem of
the Nash–Moser type in Banach spaces and to give applications to nonlin-
ear evolution equations. As an example, well-posedness results in Sobolev
spaces are derived for strongly singular quasi-linear Schro¨dinger equations.
The problem of loss of derivatives was overcome in inverse function the-
orems of the Nash–Moser type in Fre´chet spaces [7, 16, 17, 19, 20, 26,
28, 29]. Ho¨rmander proves in [8] an inverse function theorem with loss of
derivatives for Ho¨lder spaces. This result does not apply to Sobolev spaces
Hkn, because the interpolation property Ca0 Ca1λ∞ ⊂ C1−λa0+λa1
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of Ho¨lder spaces (cf. [8], Theorem A.11, or [33], 2.7.2) used in [8] fails for
spaces Hkn, where the interpolation space is a Besov space (cf. [33],
2.4). The related result [9] requires compact imbeddings Eb ↪→ Ea and
thus does not apply to Hkn as well. The inverse function Theorem 2.8
proved in this paper applies to Sobolev spaces Hkn; the proof uses
methods of [8].
Based on the implicit function Theorem 2.9, a linearization method is
introduced for local and global well-posedness in Sobolev spaces of the
Cauchy problem for nonlinear evolution equations. The well-posedness of
the nonlinear problem is reduced to the solution of a linear problem includ-
ing higher-order Sobolev norm estimates. Different from usual Banach
space techniques the linearized problem may produce a loss of derivatives.
As an application, we consider the quasi-linear Schro¨dinger equation
iut = −u+ V xu− f 	u	2u− g	u	2g′	u	2u (1)
where V , f , and g are smooth functions; note that the nonlinearity contains
derivatives of second order. Such equations have been derived as models for
several phenomena in plasma physics and ﬂuid mechanics [15, 18, 24] and
in the theory of Heisenberg ferromagnet [1, 11, 25, 30]. The case gs = s
models the time evolution of the wave function in superﬂuid ﬁlms [12, 13],
and the case gs = 1+ s1/2 describes the self–channeling of a high–power
ultra short laser in matter [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 27].
In the mathematical literature, few results are known on Eq. (1).
The case gs = 1 + s1/2 is considered in [3] for the space dimen-
sions n = 1 2 3, where smallness assumptions are needed even for local
well-posedness if n = 2 3 The case gs = s n = 1 is studied in [14].
The general equation (1) is treated in [4] and [22] for n = 1 and in [23]
for n ≥ 1.
Semilinear Schro¨dinger equations are well studied in the literature by
energy methods. Because of a loss of derivatives these standard techniques
do not directly apply to quasi-linear equations (1). It seems that no result
has been known concerning the local well-posedness of (1) in higher space
dimensions without requiring smallness assumptions on the initial value. As
a ﬁrst result, the local well-posedness of (1) in the Fre´chet space H∞n
is proved in [23]. Using the implicit function Theorem 2.9, we obtain well-
posedness results in usual Sobolev spaces Hkn, improving [23].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the main results, the
inverse and implicit function Theorems 2.8 and 2.9. In view of applica-
tions, all appearing constants are explicitly calculated; suitable scalings of
the norm systems are used to get a small loss of derivatives, also simplify-
ing some methods of [8]. Section 3 introduces a linearization method for
the local, global, and almost global well-posedness of the Cauchy problem
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for nonlinear evolution equations of general type. Section 4 contains appli-
cations to singular quasi-linear Schro¨dinger equations where the linearized
problem is solved using hyperbolic semigroup theory, including evolution
systems.
2. AN INVERSE FUNCTION THEOREM
In this section we use notations and techniques of Ho¨rmander [8, 9]. Let
Ea a ≥ 0 be a decreasing family of Banach spaces with injections Eb ↪→ Ea
of norm ≤1 when b ≥ a Let E = ∩a≥0Ea Assume that there is given a
family of linear operators Sθ  E0 → E for θ ≥ 1 such that
	Sθu	b ≤ cbθb−a	u	a a ≤ b (2)
	u− Sθu	a ≤ cbθa−b	u	b a ≤ b (3)∣∣∣ d
dθ
Sθu
∣∣∣
b
≤ cbaθb−a−1	u	a a b ≥ 0 (4)
with constants cb cb a ≥ 1 (cf. [8], [9]). For c ≤ a ≤ b, we then have
	u	λa+1−λb ≤ cb	u	λa	u	1−λb  0 < λ < 1 (5)
	u	a	u	b ≤ cb	u	a−c	u	b+c (6)
with constants cb ≥ 1 (cf. [8], [9]). Assume that there are another fam-
ily Fa a ≥ 0 and Sθ  F0 → F = ∩a≥0Fa also satisfying (2)–(6). Fix
β d d0 d1 d2 ≥ 0 with β d ≥ d0 and η  > 0 Let u0 ∈ Ed+ and put
Ua = u ∈ Ea  	u− u0	a ≤ η (7)
Let !  Ud0 ∩ Ea+d0 → Fa be a nonlinear C2 map for any a ≥ 0 so that
!′  Ud0 ∩ Ea+d0 × Ea → Fa and !′′  Ud0 ∩ Ea+d0 × E2a → Fa exist with
	!′′uv1 v2	a ≤ c1a	u	a+d0 	v1	0	v2	0 + 	v1	a	v2	0 + 	v1	0	v2	a (8)
for all u ∈ Ud0 ∩ Ea+d0 and v1 v2 ∈ Ea a ≥ 0, where c1a ≥ 1 are constants.
Assume that there is a map #  Ud ∩ E × F → Eβ such that
!′u#ug = g u ∈ Ud ∩ E g ∈ F (9)
	#ug	a ≤ c2a	u	a+d1 	g	d2 + 	g	a+d2 (10)
for all u ∈ Ud ∩ E g ∈ F 0 ≤ a ≤ β, where c2a ≥ 1 are constants. Sup-
pose that a → ca a → c1a, and a → c2a are nondecreasing. If (8) and (10)
hold only for integers a ≥ 0, then we will use (8) and (10) only for those
values of a.
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Our purpose is to solve the equation !u = !u0 + f for u near u0
and f near 0. For that, we deﬁne an iteration as follows. Choose numbers
κ ≥ 1 θ0 ≥ max2 η−1cd+	u0	d+1/ (11)
Notice that Sθ0u0 ∈ Ud For k = 0 1 2   , put
θk = θκ0 + k1/κ k = θk+1 − θk (12)
We take advantage of the elementary estimates
κ−1θ1−κk 1− θ−κk  ≤ k ≤ κ−1θ1−κk  θk+1 ≤ 2θk k ≤ 2κk+1 (13)
∞∑
j=0
jθ
−1−
j ≤
1

θκ0 − 1−/κ ≤
1

  > 0 (14)
For u0 ∈ Ed+ f ∈ F0, deﬁne e0 by (19) and (20) if u0 + 0w0 ∈ Ud0 and
E0 = 0 g0 = −10 Sθ0f v0 = Sθ0u0 w0 = #v0g0 (15)
If Ej , gj , uj , vj , wj , and ej are already deﬁned for 0 ≤ j ≤ k− 1, then we
put
Ek =
k−1∑
j=0
jej (16)
gk = −1k Sθk − Sθk−1f − Ek−1 − k−1Sθkek−1 (17)
uk = uk−1 + k−1wk−1 vk = Sθkuk wk = #vkgk (18)
ek = e′k + e′′k e′k = !′uk −!′vkwk (19)
e′′k = −1k !uk + kwk −!uk −!′ukkwk (20)
provided that vk ∈ Ud and uk uk + kwk ∈ Ud0  Because vk ∈ E and
gk ∈ F , it is enough that # is deﬁned for elements in the spaces E and F
(smooth functions in applications). In the case where uk uk+1 ∈ Ud0 vk ∈
Ud, we obtain
!uk+1 −!uk = kek + gk (21)
k∑
j=0
jgj + SθkEk = Sθkf (22)
Lemma 2.1. Let 0 < α < β  > 0 δ > 0, and u0 ∈ Eβ. Let wk be deﬁned
and
	wj	α ≤ δθ−1−j (23)
	wj	β ≤ δθβ−α−1j (24)
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for 0 ≤ j ≤ k With the notation t+ = maxt 0, we then get the inequalities
	vj	a ≤ µ1aθa−α
+
j  a ≥ 0 (25)
	uj − vj	a ≤ µ2aθa−αj  0 ≤ a ≤ β (26)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k+ 1, where the constants µ1a and µ2a are deﬁned by
µ1a = ca	u0	α + δ−1 µa = µ1a + µ2a (27)
µ2a = cβ	u0	maxaα + δmaxcα−1 2cββ− α−1 (28)
Proof. Using (2) and (3), we obtain for all a ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0 the estimates
	Sθju0	a ≤ caθ
a−α+
j 	u0	α (29)
	u0 − Sθju0	a ≤ cmaxaαθa−αj 	u0	maxa α (30)
Let U = ∑kj=0 jwj and V = Sθk+1U We get 	U 	α ≤ δ from (14) and
	U 	β ≤ 2δβ−αθ
β−α
k+1 by an integration. Hence 	V 	a ≤ ca δ θ
a−α+
k+1 for a ≥ 0
and 	U − V 	a ≤ cα δ θa−αk+1 for 0 ≤ a ≤ α For α ≤ a ≤ β, we obtain
	U − V 	a ≤ cβ	U − V 	β−a/β−αα 	U − V 	a−α/β−αβ
≤ cβmax
{cα


2cβ
β− α
}
δθa−αk+1
using (5). This proves the result.
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 < α < βα ≥ d0  > 0 0 < δ ≤ 1, and u0 ∈ Eβ
Assume that
	wj	α ≤ δθ−1−j (31)
	wj	a ≤ δθa−α−1j  0 ≤ a ≤ β (32)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, where vk ∈ Ud and uk+1 ∈ Ud0 are still deﬁned. Then we obtain
	ej	a ≤ c1aδµa+d0 + 1µ0 + 3θa−2α−1j  0 ≤ a ≤ β− d0 (33)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k, where µa are given by (27) and (28).
Proof. Writing zj = uj − vj , we see for 0 ≤ a ≤ β − d0 and 0 ≤ j ≤ k
that
	e′j	a =
∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
!′′vj + tuj − vjwj uj − vjdt
∣∣∣
a
≤ c1a
{	vj	a+d0 + 	zj	a+d0	wj	0	zj	0 + 	wj	a	zj	0 + 	wj	0	zj	a}
≤ c1aδθa−2α−1j µa+d0 + 1µ20 + µ2a
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using Lemma 2.1 and (32) and observing α ≥ d0 In a similar way we get
	e′′j 	a = −1j
∣∣∣ ∫ 1
0
1− t!′′uj + tjwjjwj jwjdt
∣∣∣
a
≤ jc1a
{	uj	a+d0 + 	jwj	a+d0	wj	20 + 2	wj	a	wj	0}
≤ c1aδ2θa−2α−2j µa+d0 + δ+ 2
observing that α ≥ d0 and j ≤ 1 Because δ ≤ 1, this proves the
assertion.
Lemma 2.3. Let β > τα+ d0 and 1 < τ ≤ 2 We then have
	gk+1	a ≤ Aaδθa−τα−1k + 2κ+aca γθa−γ−1k 	f 	γ (34)
for all a γ ≥ 0 in the situation of Lemma 2.2, where Aa is given by (45).
Proof. We put S˜k = −1k+1Sθk+1 − Sθk Using (4) and (13), we get
	S˜ku	b ≤ 2κ+bcb aθb−a−1k 	u	a a b ≥ 0 (35)
Lemma 2.2 applied to 	ek	β−d0 gives for a ≥ β− d0 the estimates
	k−1k+1Sθk+1ek	a ≤ 2κ+acac1β−d0δµβ + 1µ0 + 3θ
a−2α−1
k  (36)
and Lemma 2.2 applied to 	ek	a yields for 0 ≤ a ≤ β− d0 the inequalities
	k−1k+1Sθk+1ek	a ≤ 2κcac1aδµa+d0 + 1µ0 + 3θa−2α−1k  (37)
Because β > τα+ d0, we get, by means of straightforward calculation,
	Ek	β−d0 ≤ 2β− τα− d0−1c1β−d0δµβ + 1µ0 + 3θ
β−τα−d0
k  (38)
Combining (35) and (38), we obtain
	S˜kEk	a ≤ 2κ+a+1
caβ−d0c
1
β−d0
β− τα− d0
δµβ + 1µ0 + 3θa−τα−1k  (39)
Applying (35) to the term 	S˜kf 	a yields the result.
Now we ﬁx u0 ∈ Eβ and numbers αβ γ  > 0 and 1 < τ ≤ 2 such that
α ≥ maxd +  d1 + d2 + 2τ−1 d2 + 2τ − 1−1 (40)
β > τα+ d0 (41)
γ ≥ maxα d1 + d2 + 2 (42)
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and deﬁne the constants (where B and B4 depend only on 	u0	β c1β−d0 c2β)
µ1a = ca	u0	α + −1 µa = µ1a + µ2a (43)
µ2a = cβ	u0	maxaα +maxcα−1 2cββ− α−1 (44)
Aa = 2κ+ac1β−d0ca + 2caβ−d0β− τα− d0−1µβ + 1µ0 + 3 (45)
B1 = 2c2β2β+d1µ1β+d1Ad2 +Aβ+d2 B = maxB2 B3 (46)
θ0 = maxB1 2 η−1cd+	u0	d+ 2η−1−1 2η−1µ2d1/ (47)
B2 = 2β+d2+κ+1c2β2d1µ1β+d1cd2γ + cβ+d2 γ (48)
B3 = −10 c2βcβ+d1cd2 	u0	d1 + cβ+d2θα+1+0 (49)
B4 = max8c20c1d2cd0+d2cd12 + 	u0	d12 + 	u0	d0+d2 2η−1  (50)
Lemma 2.4. Let u0 ∈ Eβ and let f ∈ Fγ f = 0 satisfy 	f 	γ ≤ B−1 Then
uk and vk ∈ Ud for all k ≥ 0, and with δ = B	f 	γ we have the estimates
	wk	a ≤ δθa−α−1−k  0 ≤ a ≤ β (51)
Proof. We obtain (51) for k = 0 from the choice of B3 because
	w0	a ≤ −10 c2aθa0ca+d1cd2 	u0	d1 + ca+d2	f 	d2  (52)
We assume that uk vk ∈ Ud and that (51) is proved for some k ≥ 0 Then
	uk+1 − u0	d ≤ δ
k∑
j=0
jθ
d−α−1−
j ≤ θ−0 −1 ≤
η
2
(53)
	vk+1 − u0	d ≤
η
2
+ µ2dθd−αk+1 ≤
η
2
+ µ2dθ−0 ≤ η (54)
by Lemma 2.1 and thus uk+1 vk+1 ∈ Ud Hence the assumptions of
Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 hold and we obtain using (40) and (42) the estimates
	wk+1	a ≤ c2a	vk+1	a+d1 	gk+1	d2 + 	gk+1	a+d2
≤ c2a
{
µ1a+d1θ
a+d1−α+
k+1
(
Ad2δθ
d2−τα−1
k + 2κ+d2cd2γθ
d2−γ−1
k 	f 	γ
)
+Aa+d2δθ
a+d2−τα−1
k + 2κ+a+d2ca+d2γθ
a+d2−γ−1
k 	f 	γ
}
≤ c2a
{
2a+d1µ1a+d1Ad2 +Aa+d2δ
+ 2a+d2+κ2d1µ1a+d1cd2γ + ca+d2γ	f 	γ
}
θa−α−1−2k
which implies (51) for k + 1 by deﬁnition of B1 and B2 This gives the
result.
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Proposition 2.5 (Existence). Let u0 ∈ Eβ and let f ∈ Fγ satisfy 	f 	γ ≤
B−1. Then uf  = limk→∞ uk exists in Eα and !uk → !u0 + f in Ea
when a < minτα γ We have !uf  = !u0 + f and
	uf  − u0	α ≤ B−1	f 	γ (55)
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, the sequence uk is a Cauchy sequence in Eα and
uf  = limk→∞ uk exists in Eα; thus (55) follows because 	uk+1 − u0	α ≤
δ−1 by means of (51). From (21) and (22), we obtain
!uk+1 −!u0 = Sθkf + kek + Ek − SθkEk (56)
Note that Sθkf → f in Fa if a < γ By Lemma 2.2, we have kek → 0
in Fa if a < 2α Because 	Ek − SθkEk	a ≤ Cθ
a+d0−β
k 	Ek	β−d0 , inequality (38)
shows that Ek− SθkEk → 0 in Fa if a < τα By continuity, we get !uf  =
!u0 + f in Fa for a < minτα γ α− d0, which gives the result.
Lemma 2.6 (Uniqueness). Let µ > maxd d0 + d2 µ ≥ d1 and
#u!′uw = w u ∈ Ud ∩ E w ∈ E (57)
Then ! is injective in W = u ∈ Eµ  	u− u0	µ ≤ B−14 
Proof. Writing w = v− u and y = !u+w −!u −!′uw, we have
	y	d2 ≤ c1d2	u	d0+d2 + 	v	d0+d2	w	0 + 2	w	d2	w	0 = A	w	0 (58)
for all u v ∈ W ∩ E Because w = #u!v −!u − y, we obtain
	w	0 ≤ c201+ 	u	d1	!v −!u	d2 + c202 + 	u0	d1A	w	0 (59)
The choice of B4 implies that c
2
02 + 	u0	d1A ≤ 1/2 and thus 	u − v	0 ≤
2c201+ 	u	d1	!v −!u	d2  Using (2) and (3) and replacing u and v by
Sθu and Sθv, we get a similar inequality for all u v ∈ W . This proves the
assertion.
We put α0 = α1 = αβ0 = β1 = β γ0 = γ1 = γ, and τ0 = τ1 = τ and
choose numbers 1 < τn ≤ 2 and increasing sequences αn, βn, and γn such
that
αn+1 ≤ minτnαn τn−1αn−1 − d1 − αn+ − d2 (60)
βn+1 > τnαn + d0 +  (61)
γn ≥ max3γn−1 − 2γ αn+1 + d2 + + d1 − αn+ (62)
Note that τn = τ and αn+1 = αn +  satisfy (60) and αn →+∞
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Lemma 2.7 (Higher Regularity). Let u0 ∈ Eβ and let f ∈ Fγ satisfy 	f 	γ ≤
B−1 If u0 ∈ Eβn and f ∈ Fγn , then uf  ∈ Eαn and
	uf  − u0	αn ≤ Cn	f 	γn + 1 (63)
	wk	a ≤ Cn	f 	γn + 1θ
a−αn−1−
k  0 ≤ a ≤ βn (64)
for all k ≥ 0, where the constant Cn > 0 depends only on 	u0	βn c1βn−d0 , and
c2βn and can be chosen uniformly for all f ∈ Fγn with 	f 	γ ≤ B−1
Proof. The cases n = 0 1 hold by Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.4; the
case k = 0 follows from (52). Assume that (63) and (64) are proved for
n ≥ 1 Applying Lemma 2.1 to δ = Cn	f 	γn + 1 α = αnβ = βn+1, we get
	vj	a ≤ cn	f 	γn + 1θ
a−αn+
j  a ≥ 0 j ≥ 0 (65)
	uj − vj	a ≤ cn	f 	γn + 1θ
a−αn
j  0 ≤ a ≤ βn+1 j ≥ 0 (66)
We have 	f 	3γn ≤ c	f 	γn+1 by (5) and (62). Thus the proof of Lemma 2.2
yields
	ej	a ≤ C	f 	γn+1 + 1θ
a−2αn−1−
j  0 ≤ a ≤ βn+1 − d0 (67)
As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we get with constants C the estimates
	k−1k+1Sθk+1ek	a ≤ C	f 	γn+1 + 1θ
a−2αn−1−
k (68)
	Ek	βn+1−d0 ≤ C	f 	γn+1 + 1θ
βn+1−τnαn−d0−
k (69)
	S˜kEk	a ≤ C	f 	γn+1 + 1θ
a−τnαn−1−
k (70)
	gk+1	a ≤ C	f 	γn+1 + 1θ
a−τnαn−1−
k + θ
a−γn+1−1
k  (71)
For a = d2, we use (71) with n− 1 in place of n and get the estimates
	gk+1	a+d2 ≤ C	f 	γn+1 + 1θ
a−αn+1−1−
k (72)
	gk+1	d2 ≤ C	f 	γn + 1θ
d2−τn−1αn−1−1−
k + θd2−γn−1k  (73)
	vk+1	a+d1 ≤ C	f 	γn + 1θ
a+d1−αn+
k  (74)
Hence we get (64) for n + 1 and k + 1 This gives (63) and thus the
result.
Deﬁne B and B4 for u0 ∈ Eβ by (43)–(50) and consider the sets
U = u ∈ Eα  	u− u0	α ≤ B−14  (75)
V = g ∈ !u0 + Fγ  	g −!u0	γ ≤ B−1B−14  (76)
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For unique solvability, assume the following conditions:
α > max
{
d d0 + d2
d1 + d2
τ

d2
τ − 1
}
 α ≥ d1 1 < τ ≤ 2 (77)
β > τα+ d0 γ > α+ d2 (78)
Theorem 2.8 (On Inverse Functions). Let u0 ∈ Eβ and assume that
!  Ud0 ∩ Ea+d0 → Fa is a C2 map for a ≥ 0 such that (8)–(10) hold.
(i) If (40)–(42) hold, then there is 2  V → U so that !2g = g,
g ∈ V
(ii) If (57), (77), and (78) are supposed, then there is a unique solu-
tion map 2  V → U as in (i). The map 2  V ⊂ !u0 + Fγ → Eα is
continuous.
(iii) Let u0 ∈ E  = 1 If (40)–(42), (57), and (77) hold, then there is
a unique C2-solution map 2  V ∩ F → E between Fre´chet spaces. Thus
!  U ∩ E → F is a C2 diffeomorphism near u0 If !  Ud0 ∩ E → F is Cn
then 2 is Cn as well, 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞
Proof. Proposition 2.5 proves (i). If (57), (77), and (78) hold, then we
choose  > 0 such that (40)–(42) are true. Lemma 2.6 yields uniqueness in
(ii), and 	2f  − 2g	0 ≤ C	f − g	d2 for f g ∈ V By Lemma 2.4, we have	2f 	α+/2 ≤ C for f ∈ V Hence 2  V ⊂ !u0 + Fγ → Eα is continuous
by (5). By Lemma 2.7, also 2  V ∩ F → E is continuous in (iii). The
remaining parts of (iii) follow as in [20], 3.11.
Part (iii) of Theorem 2.8 contains classical theorems of Nash–Moser type
as e.g. [7, 16, 26]. Next, we apply Theorem 2.8 to derive a theorem on
implicit functions. Let Ea FaGa a ≥ 0 be Banach spaces as before such
that (2)–(6) hold. Fix w0 = u0 v0 ∈ Eβ × Fβη  > 0, and d ≥ d0 and
put
Wa = w ∈ Ea × Fa  	w −w0	a ≤ η (79)
Let f  Wd0 ∩ Ea+d0 × Fa+d0 → Ga a ≥ 0, be a C2 map, f w0 = 0, and
	f ′wz	a ≤ d0a	w	a+d0 	z	0 + 	z	a (80)
	f ′′wz1 z2	a ≤ d1a	w	a+d0 	z1	0	z2	0 + 	z1	a	z2	0 + 	z1	0	z2	a (81)
for w ∈ Wd0 ∩ Ea+d0 × Fa+d0 z z1 z2 ∈ Ea × Fa a ≥ 0, where d0a d1a ≥ 1
are constants, f = f u v. Let g  Wd ∩ E × F ×G→ Fβ satisfy
fvwgwy = y w ∈ Wd ∩ E × F y ∈ G (82)
gwfvwv = v w ∈ Wd ∩ E × F v ∈ F (83)
	gwy	a ≤ d2a	w	a+d1 	y	d2 + 	y	a+d2 (84)
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for all w ∈ Wd ∩ E × F y ∈ G, and 0 ≤ a ≤ β, where d2a ≥ 1 and d1 d2 ≥ 0
are constants. For δ1 δ2 > 0, consider the sets
U∗ = u ∈ u0 + Eγ  	u− u0	γ ≤ δ1 (85)
V ∗ = v ∈ Fα  	v − v0	α ≤ δ2 (86)
Theorem 2.9 (On Implicit Functions). Let f  Wd0 ∩ Ea+d0 × Fa+d0 →
Ga be a C2 map for a ≥ 0 f w0 = 0 w0 ∈ Eβ × Fβ Assume (80)–(82),
(84), and
α ≥ d0 + d2 d1 ≥ d0 + d2 (87)
(i) If (40)–(42) hold, then there are δ1 δ2 > 0 and h  U∗ → V ∗
such that f u hu = 0 for u ∈ U∗ Here δ1 and δ2 depend on
	w0	β d2β d1β−d0 d0β+d2 
(ii) If (77), (78), and (83) hold, then there exist δ1 δ2 > 0 depending
on the same data as in (i) and a continuous h  U∗ ⊂ u0 + Eγ → Fα such
that
u v ∈ U∗ × V ∗  f u v = 0 = u hu  u ∈ U∗ (88)
(iii) Let u0 ∈ E v0 ∈ F , and  = 1 and assume (40)–(42), (77), and
(83). Then there is a C2 map h  U∗ ∩ E → F between Fre´chet spaces
satisfying (88). If f  Wd ∩ E → F is Cn, then h is Cn as well, 2 ≤ n ≤ ∞
Proof. Consider !  Wd0 ∩ Ea+d0 × Fa+d0 → Ea × Ga!u v =u f u v Then !′wu v = u fuwu + fvwv and !′′ = 0 f ′′
Hence (8) follows for ! from (81) with c1a = d1a The map #wu y =
u−gwfuwu + gwy satisﬁes (9). By Lemma 2.4, we may assume
	w	α ≤ C and thus 	w	d0+d2 ≤ C when proving (10). We get
	gwfuwu	a ≤ d2aCd0d2 + d0a+d2	w	a+d1 	u	d2 + 	u	a+d2 (89)
which proves (10) with c2a = d2aCd0d2 + d0a+d2, where C depends on 	w0	α
Hence Theorem 2.8 (i) gives 2  V → U with !2w = ww ∈ V Here
the neighborhoods U ⊂ Eα × Fα of w0 and V ⊂ u0 + Eγ ×Gγ of u0 0
are deﬁned as in (75) and (76). Then deﬁne U∗ and V ∗ by (85) and (86),
putting δ1 = B−1B−14 , and δ2 = B−14 . For 2 = 21 22 deﬁne h  U∗ →
V ∗ by hu = 22u 0 and obtain (i). From (83), we get #w!′wz =
z for w ∈ Wd ∩ E × F , and z ∈ E × F Thus (ii) and (iii) follow from
Theorem 2.8.
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3. NONLINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
Fix integers m ≥ 0 n ≥ 1, and M ≥ 1 and a real q > n2  Equip the
Sobolev space Ha = HanM with its usual norm denoted by  a =
 Ha a ≥ 0 Note that u∞k ≤ Cuk+q for u ∈ Hk+q, where
u∞k = sup	∂αux	  α ∈  n0  	α	 ≤ k x ∈ n (90)
For a ≥ 0, put C0a0 T  = C0 T Ha and ua = supt∈0T  uta
Equip C1am0 T  = C10 T Ha ∩ C0 T Ha+m with the norm
	u	C1am = max∂tua ua+m u ∈ C1am0 T  (91)
Write C1am = C1am0 1 C0a = C0a0 1, Im = α ∈  n0  	α	 ≤ m, and
H∞ = ∩a≥0Ha Let A ⊂ MIm be open and convex, 0 ∈ A and
Ua = UaA = u ∈ Ha  ∂αux	α	≤m ∈ A a.e. in n a ≥ m (92)
Let F  0∞ ×n ×A → MF = Ft x u be continuous such that
the derivatives ∂it∂
α
x∂
β
uF exist and are continuous for i = 0 1 2 and every α
and β and are bounded on 0∞×n ×A0 for any bounded A0 ⊂ A and
∂it∂
α
xFt x 0 = 0 i = 0 1 2 α ∈  n0  t ≥ 0 x ∈ n (93)
For instance, any F ∈ C∞ A with F0 = 0 that is independent of t and
x satisﬁes these conditions. For a bounded subset A0 ⊂ A, write 	A0	 =
max	y	  y ∈ A0 Consider the nonlinear differential operator
 t ux = Ft x ∂αux	α	≤m (94)
Lemma 3.10. Formula (94) deﬁnes for every integer a ≥ 0 a C2 map  
0∞ × Ua+m+q ⊂ Ha+m+q → Ha For any bounded set A0 ⊂ A there is
a constant C = Ca	A0	 > 0 depending only on a 	A0	 such that
 t ua≤Cu∞m+aum + um+a
ut uva≤Cu∞m+avm + vm+a
uut uv1 v2a≤Cu∞m+av1mv2m + v1m+av2m
+v1mv2m+a
(95)
for all u ∈ Ua+m+qA0 and v v1 v2 ∈ Ha+m and all t ≥ 0
Proof. This follows from the proof of [21], 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 (cf. [10]),
where
ut uv =
∑
	α	≤m
F∂αut · ∂αu·	α	≤m∂αv (96)
using the assumptions on F and the chain rule for higher derivatives.
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Consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear evolution equation{
ut =  t u t ∈ t0 t0 + b
ut0 = φ (97)
For t0 ≥ 0 and an initial value φ ∈ Ha0 a0 ≥ 0 we are looking for a solu-
tion u ∈ C1t0 t0 + bHa1 ∩ Ct0 t0 + bHa2 for suitable a1 a2 ≥ 0
and b > 0 Performing the transformation t = t0 + bs, we get the equiva-
lent problem {
ut = b t0 + bt u t ∈ 0 1
u0 = φ (98)
We want to solve the equation !u bφ = 0 0 for the nonlinear map
!u bφ = ut − b2 t0 + b2t ut u0 −φ (99)
using an implicit function theorem. We already have !φ 0 φ = 0 0
For a ≥ 0, we put Ea = C1am ××Ha and Fa = C0a ×Ha The norms in
Ea and Fa are denoted by 	 	a = 	 	Ea and 	 	a = 	 	Fa respectively. Let
U˜a = U˜aA = u ∈ C1am  ut ∈ Ua+mA t ∈ 0 1 (100)
and put W a = W aA = U˜aA × −1 1 ×Ha ⊂ Ea
Lemma 3.11. The map !  W a+q ⊂ Ea+q → Fa given by (99) is C2 for
any integer a ≥ 0 For any bounded set A0 ⊂ A and any D > 0, there is a
constant C = CaD 	A0	 > 0 depending only on aD 	A0	 such that
	!v	a≤C	v	a+q
	!′vw	a≤C	v	a+q	w	0 + 	w	a
	!′′vw1 w2	a≤C	v	a+q	w1	0	w2	0 + 	w1	a	w2	0 + 	w1	0	w2	a
(101)
for all v = u bφ ∈ W a+qA0 with um ≤ D and all ww1 w2 ∈ Ea.
Proof. As in the proof of [21], Lemma 4.3, we obtain
!uu bφz = zt − b2ut0 + b2t utzt z0
!uuu bφz1 z2 = −b2uut0 + b2t utz1t z2t 0
and !φvψ = 0−ψ similarly for !b!ub, and !bb Lemma 3.10
implies
	!u bφ	a ≤ C	u	a+q	u	0 + 	u	a + φa
	!′vz dψ	a ≤ C	u	a+q	z	0 + 	z	a + 	d		u	a+q	u	0 + 	u	a + ψa
	!′′vw1 w2	a ≤ C	u	a+q	z1	0	z2	0 + 	z1	a	z2	0 + 	z1	0	z2	a
+ 	d2		u	a+q	z1	0 + 	z1	a + 	d1		u	a+q	z2	0 + 	z2	a
+ 	d1d2		u	a+q	u	0 + 	u	a
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for v = u bφ w1 = z1 d1 ψ1, and w2 = z2 d2 ψ2 and thus the
assertion.
For φ ∈ Um+q, we choose 0 < η < 1 such that Um+qη φ ⊂ Um+q, where
Uaηφ = ψ ∈ Ha  φ− ψa ≤ η (102)
Lemma 3.12. Let φ ∈ Um+q and 0 < η < 1 be chosen such that
U
m+q
η φ ⊂ Um+q Let v0 = φ 0 φ Then for any integer a ≥ 0 there is
a constant C = Caφm+q > 0 depending only on a and on φm+q such
that estimates (101) hold for all v ∈ Ea+q with 	v − v0	q ≤ η
Proof. For 	v− v0	q ≤ η, we have v ∈ W qA0 for some bounded A0 ⊂
A, where 	A0	 depends only on φm+q Lemma 3.11 gives the result.
The assumptions (80) and (81) of Theorem 2.9 thus hold for ! with
d0 = q, where the constants d0a and d1a depend only on a and on φm+q
Put
U˜aηφ = u ∈ C1am  u−φa+m + uta ≤ η (103)
and consider for d ≥ q > n2  d1 d2 β ≥ 0 0 < η < 1 the following
condition.
Deﬁnition 3.13 (Linear Solvability Criterion). The initial value φ ∈
Hm+q satisﬁes condition Adqηβd1 d2  if U
m+q
η φ ⊂ Um+q and if problem{
ztt = but0 + bt utzt + f t t ∈ 0 1
z0 = g (104)
admits for any integer 0 ≤ a ≤ β, any t0 ≥ 0 0 < b < η, every u ∈
U˜dηφ ∩ C10 1H∞, and every f g ∈ F = C0 1H∞ × H∞ a
unique solution z ∈ C10 1H∞ that satisﬁes the estimates
	z	C1am ≤ Caφ	u	C
1
a+d1m	f g	d2 + 	f g	a+d2 (105)
with a constant C = Caφ > 0 depending only on a and φ. If the foregoing
holds for all integers a ≥ 0, then we say that φ satisﬁes Adqηd1 d2  or φ ∈
Adqηd1 d2 .
Estimate (105) must be checked in applications; it means explicitly that
ztC01Ha + zC01Ha+m
≤ Caφ
{
fC01Ha+d2  + gHa+d2
+utC0 1Ha+d1  + uC0 1Ha+m+d1 
× fC0 1Hd2  + gHd2 
}

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Theorem 3.14 (Local Solutions). Let the integers αβ γ d1 d2 ≥ 0 and
d ≥ d0 = q > n2 and real numbers 0 < η < 1  > 0, and 1 < τ ≤ 2 satisfy
(40)–(42) and (87). Assume that φ ∈ Hβ+m satisﬁes condition Adqηβd1 d2 
(i) There exist numbers B > 0 and δ > 0 depending only on a bound
for φβ+m + Cβφ (cf. (105)) such that the nonlinear Cauchy problem{
ut =  t u
ut0 = ψ (106)
admits for any ψ ∈ V ∗ = ψ ∈ φ + Hγ  φ − ψγ ≤ δ and any t0 ≥ 0
a solution u ∈ C1αmt0 t0 + B If (77) and (78) hold, then the solution is
unique and the solution map V ∗ → C1αmt0 t0 + B ψ → u is continuous.
(ii) Let  = 1 and suppose (77). Let φ ∈ H∞ satisfy Adqηd1 d2  and
choose B δ as in (i). Then (106) admits a unique solution u ∈ C1t0,
t0 + BH∞. The solution map V ∗ ∩H∞ → C1t0 t0 + BH∞ ψ → u
is a C1 map.
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.9 to !  W a+q ⊂ Ea+q → Fa given by (99).
The spaces Ea and Fa admit smoothing operators satisfying (2)–(4) (cf. the
proofs in [26] and [8], A.10). We have !v0 = 0 for v0 = φ 0 φ
Assumptions (80) and (81) of Theorem 2.9 hold with d0 = q, where d0a
and d1a depend only on a φm+q Because φ satisﬁes Adqηβd1 d2 , the lin-
earization !uu bψ admits a linear right inverse #u bψ such that # 
U˜dηφ ∩ C10 1H∞ × −ηη ×H∞ × F → C10 1H∞ satis-
ﬁes (82), (83), and (84), as required by Theorem 2.9, where d2a = Caφ
the case b = 0 is trivial. Applying Theorem 2.9 as in [21], Theorem 4.4,
we get the assertion where B and δ depend only on 	v0	β = φβ+m and
on d2β = Cβφ from (105); uniqueness follows from local uniqueness by a
standard argument as in [21], Theorem 4.4.
We investigate the existence of global solutions to the Cauchy problem{
ut =  t u
u0 = φ  (107)
Theorem 3.15 (Global Smooth Solutions). Let  = 1 0 < η < 1 Let
the initial value φ ∈ H∞ satisfy φ ∈ Adqηd1 d2  Suppose (40)–(42), (77), and
(87). Assume that for any T > 0 there is M =MT  > 0 so that any solution
u ∈ C10 T H∞ of (107) satisﬁes ut ∈ Adqηd1 d2  for 0 ≤ t < T and
utβ+m + Cβut ≤M 0 ≤ t < T (108)
Then (107) admits a unique global solution u ∈ C10∞H∞
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Proof. Assume that T ∗φ <∞, where
T ∗φ = supT > 0  (107) has a solution u ∈ C10 T H∞ (109)
Let tj be an increasing sequence tending to T ∗φ By Theorem 3.14 there
is B > 0 such that (107) admits a solution uj ∈ C10 tj + BH∞ for
every j. Choosing j with tj + B > T ∗φ we get a contradiction.
Global solutions in Sobolev spaces require a regularity assumption. Let
σ ≥ β +m Problem (107) is called αβ σ regular if any solution u ∈
C1αm0 T  of (107) with u0 ∈ Hσ satisﬁes ut ∈ Hβ+m for 0 ≤ t < T .
Theorem 3.16 (Global Solutions). Suppose (77), (78), and (87). Let
(107) be αβσ-regular for some σ ≥ β+m Let 0 < η < 1 Let φ ∈Hσ
satisfy φ ∈ Adqηβd1 d2  Assume that for any T > 0 there is M = MT  > 0
so that any solution u ∈ C1αm0 T  of (107) satisﬁes (108) and ut ∈
Adqηβd1 d2  for 0 ≤ t < T Then (107) admits a unique global solution
u ∈ C1αm0∞
Proof. Deﬁne T ∗αφ as in (109), replacing C10 T H∞ in (109)
by C1αm0 T . Assume that T ∗αφ < ∞ and choose tj ↗ T ∗αφ
Because (107) is αβ σ regular, we have utj ∈ Hβ+m for all j
Hence Theorem 3.14 gives B > 0 such that (107) admits for every j a
solution u ∈ C1αm0 tj + B Choosing j with tj + B > T ∗αφ, we get a
contradiction.
We write φ ∈ Adqηβd1 d2T  if 3.13 holds with 0 T  replacing 0 1
and b = 1.
Theorem 3.17 (Almost-Global Solutions). Let F ∈ C∞ A F0 = 0
Suppose (40)–(42). Then for any (large) T > 0 there is  = T  > 0 so
that for any φ ∈ Hβ+m with φ ∈ Adqηβd1 d2 T  and φγ ≤ , there is a solution
u ∈ C1αm0 T  of problem (107).
Proof. Deﬁne !  U˜a+qA ⊂ C1a+qm0 T  → C0a0 T  × Ha by
!u = ut −  u u0 Theorem 2.8 gives the result (cf. [21], 6.11).
4. QUASI-LINEAR SCHRO¨DINGER EQUATIONS
In this section we give applications to quasi-linear Schro¨dinger equations
essentially following [23]. We consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlin-
ear equation{
iut = −u+ V xu+ u · u x ∈ n, t ∈ 0 B
u0 x = φx x ∈ n, (110)
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where φ ∈ Hq+2n q > n/2 is a given initial value, V ∈ ∞n; that
is, V ∈ C∞ and all partial derivatives of V are bounded,  =∑ ∂2j , and
u = Gu1 u2 ∂iu1ni=1 ∂iu2ni=1 ∂2i u1ni=1 ∂2i u2ni=1 (111)
is deﬁned by G ∈ C∞AG = GuDuD2u, where A ⊂ 4n+2 is
open and convex with 0 ∈ A here u = u1 + iu2 with real-valued u1 and u2.
Put
Ua = u ∈ Ha  ux ∂iuxni=1 ∂2i uxni=1 ∈ A a.e. in n (112)
for a ≥ 2. Let φ ∈ Uq+2. For all u ∈ Uq+2 and all i j, and k, we assume
that
∂∂2i ukG = ∂∂2j ukG ∂∂iukG0 = ∂∂2i ukG0 = 0 (113)
∂∂21u1GuDuD2u · u2 = ∂∂21u2GuDuD2u · u1 (114)
1−φ1∂∂21u1GφDφD2φ −φ2∂∂21u2GφDφD2φ > 0 (115)
∂j
(
u1∂∂iu1G+ u2∂∂iu2G
1− u1∂∂21u1G− u2∂∂21u2G
)
= ∂i
( u1∂∂ju1G+ u2∂∂ju2G
1− u1∂∂21u1G− u2∂∂21u2G
)
 (116)
where the derivatives of G are evaluated at uDuD2u in (116); we often
omit uDuD2u in the notation. Condition (115) implies that there are
µ > 0 and a neighborhood U of φ in Hq+2 so that for u ∈ U , we have
1− u1∂∂21u1GuDuD2u − u2∂∂21u2GuDuD2u ≥ µ > 0 (117)
Conditions (114), (117), and (116) mean that traceMu = 0 and detMu ≥
µ > 0 (the equation has Schro¨dinger type) and that traceM−1u Gu admits
a potential (the crucial integrability condition) with Mu, and Gu as below.
Note that (113) implies that G = GuDuD2u depends only on u∇u,
and u
The linearization (104) of problem (110) can be written in the real form
 zt = bMuz +Gu · ∇z +Huz +
(
f2t
−f1t
)
 t ∈ 0 1
z0 =
(
g1
g2
)  (118)
where z = (z1
z2
) ∼= z1 + iz2 and MuGu, and Hu (depending on t x) are
given by
Mu =
(
u2∂∂21u1G u2∂∂21u2G− 1
1− u1∂∂21u1G −u1∂∂21u2G
)
(119)
Gu =
(
u2∂∇u1G u2∂∇u2G−u1∂∇u1G −u1∂∇u2G
)
(120)
Hu =
(
u2∂u1G u2∂u2G+ V +G−V −G− u1∂u1G −u1∂u2G
)
 (121)
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Here ∂∇ukG = ∂∂iukGni=1 and ∂∇ukG · ∇zj =
∑n
i=1 ∂∂iukG∂izj Put m = 2
and ﬁx an initial value φ ∈ Ud+2, where the integer d satisﬁes
d = max3 n + q q > n/2 (122)
Deﬁne Udηφ and W = U˜dηφ by (102) and (103), where 0 < η < 1 is
chosen such that Uq+2η φ ⊂ Uq+2 and (117) holds for u ∈ Uq+2η φ We
then have
utd+2 + uttd ≤ C u ∈ W t ∈ 0 1 (123)
with C = φd+2 + 1 and detMut ≥ µ > 0 for u ∈ W and t ∈ 0 1.
Writing Gu = G1u    Gnu, we put siu = −1/2 traceM−1u Giu The vec-
tor ﬁeld su = s1u     snu satisﬁes su = 2 detMu−1u1∂∇u1G + u2∂∇u2G
Assumption (116) implies that pux =
∫ 1
0 surx · xdr deﬁnes a poten-
tial for su with ∇pu = su. Thus nux = exppux solves ∇nu = sunu
The matrices Nu =  nu0 01 with Nu0 =  10 01 and Siu =  s
i
u
0
0
0 satisfy the
equations ∂iNu = SiuNu for all i Writing Su = S1u     Snu, we see that
∇Nu = SuNu and traceSiu + 12M−1u Giu = 0 for all i Putting z˜ = N−1u z
and thus z = Nuz˜ we obtain from (118) for z˜ the transformed equation
z˜t = bBu + Cuz˜ + Luz˜ +N−1u
(
f2t
−f1t
)
 (124)
where
Bu = N−1u MuNu Cu = N−1u MuNuTu · ∇ +Du (125)
Tu = N−1u 2Su +M−1u GuNu Du =
1
2
div Tu (126)
Lu = bN−1u MuNu +Gu∇Nu +HuNu −MuNuDu + ∂tN−1u Nu (127)
Here Tu = T 1u      T nu  and div Tu =
∑n
j=1 ∂jT
j
u. The matrix Wu = Wut x
is introduced by putting Wu = I2 ·N−1u ·M−1u ·Nu, where I2 =  0−1 10 Then
Wu is symmetric since traceMu = 0 For u ∈ W t ∈ 0 1, we put
 f g!t =
∫
Wut xf x · gxdx f g ∈ L2n (128)
The matrices I2T
j
u are symmetric because traceSju + 12M−1u G
j
u = 0 Thus
I2Du is symmetric as well.
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Lemma 4.18. There exists a constant C > 0 depending only on φd+2
such that for all u ∈ W ∩ C10 1H∞ and all t ∈ 0 1 x ∈ n,
we have
	Mut x	 + 	Gut x	 + 	Hut x	 + 	∂tMut x	 + 	∂tGut x	 ≤ C (129)
C−1 ≤ detMut x ≤ C C−1 ≤ det Nut x ≤ C (130)
∂2 · · · ∂nS1uL1x + ∂t∂2 · · · ∂nS1uL1x ≤ C (131)
	Nut x	 + 	∂tNut x	 + 	∂tWut x	 + 	Lut x	 ≤ C (132)
C−1 ≤ Wut x ≤ C (133)
Proof. This follows from [23], Lemma 4.2, using (122) and (123).
Proposition 4.19. Problem (118) has for any u ∈ W ∩ C10 1H∞
0 < b ≤ 1 f ∈ C0 1H2 g ∈ H2 a unique solution z ∈ C10 1 L2 ∩
C0 1H2 There is a constant C > 0 depending only on φd+2 so that
zC01L2 ≤ CfC01L2 + gL2 (134)
Proof. This is proved in [23], 4.9; we include a short sketch of the proof.
By [23], 4.5, the operators But and Cut are skew adjoint in L2 with
respect to the scalar product (128). By a real version of Stone’s theorem,
the operators Aut = bBut + Cut + Lut generate strongly contin-
uous groups in L2 that are stable in the sense of [31], 4.3, or [32], 7.2,
with stability constants depending only on C in Lemma 4.18 (cf. [23], 4.7).
Thus there is a strongly continuous evolution operator Ut s  L2 → L2
0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1 satisfying a uniform estimate Ut sL2→L2 ≤ M , where
M depends only on C in Lemma 4.18 such that the problem ztt =
Autzt + f t z0 = g has a unique solution z ∈ C10 2 that has the
representation
zt = Ut 0g +
∫ t
0
Ut sf sds (135)
(cf. [23], 4.8). This gives the assertion.
Next we investigate higher-order estimates as required in (105) by the
linear solvability criterion 3.13. Applying k to Eq. (118) and writing Gku =
G1ku     Gn ku  = Gu + 2k∇Mu, we get (cf. [23], 5) the equation
kzt = bMukz +Gku · ∇kz + Rku z + k
(
f2
−f1
)
 (136)
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where Rku z is with Pkξ = 	ξ	2k and Pαk ξ = ∂αPkξ given by
R
k
u z =
∑
2≤	α	≤2k
∂αMu
α!
P
α
k ∂z +
∑
1≤	α	≤2k
n∑
j=1
∂αG
j
u
α!
P
α
k ∂∂jz
+ ∑
	α	≤2k
∂αHu
α!
P
α
k ∂z (137)
Put sku = s1 ku      sn ku , where si ku = trace− 12M−1u G
i k
u  We can
choose pku with ∇pku = sku  pku 0 = 0 Then nku x = exppku x
solves ∇nku = sku nku  nku 0 = 1 Put W ku = I2Nk−1u M−1u Nku and
N
k
u =  n
k
u
0
0
1 S
i k
u =  s
i k
u
0
0
0, and S
k
u = S1 ku      Sn ku  We
get ∂iN
k
u = Si ku Nku and traceSi ku + 12M−1u G
i k
u  = 0 for all i.
Lemma 4.20. For any k there is C > 0 depending only on k φd+2 such
that for all u ∈ W ∩ C10 1H∞ t ∈ 0 1 x ∈ n, we have
∂2 · · · ∂nS1 ku L1x + ∂t∂2 · · · ∂nS
1 k
u L1x ≤ C (138)
	Gku t x	 + 	∂tGku t x	 + 	∂tNku t x	 + 	∂tW ku t x	 ≤ C (139)
C−1 ≤ detNku t x ≤ C C−1 ≤ W ku t x ≤ C (140)
Proof. This follows from [23], Lemma 5.1, using (122) and (123).
Lemma 4.21. For any i and k there is C > 0 depending only on i and
k φd+2 such that for all u ∈ W ∩ C10 1H∞ and z ∈ C10 1H∞,
we have
MuM−1u GuHu∞i + Nku ∞i ≤ C	u	i+q2 + 1
Gku ∞i + Sku ∞i ≤ C	u	i+q+12 + 1
∂tNku ∞i ≤ C	u	i+q+22 + 1
Rku z0 ≤ C
2k−1∑
j=0
	u	j+q+22 + 1z2k−j
where the norms  ∞i of the space C0 1H∞ are deﬁned using sup–
norms (90) in H∞ and 	u	a2 = 	u	C
1
a 2 are the norms of the space C
1
a 2
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 4.18 and 4.20 using (122) and (123).
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Lemma 4.22. For any k there is C > 0 depending only on k φd+2 such
that for any u ∈ W ∩ C10 1H∞ f ∈ C0 1H∞ g ∈ H∞ and 0 <
b ≤ 1 t ∈ 0 1, any solution z ∈ C10 1H∞ of (118) satisﬁes
zt2k ≤ C
2k∑
i=0
	u	2k+q+3−i 2 + 1	f g	i (141)
Proof. Using the method of [23], Lemma 5.4, the case k = 0 follows
from Proposition 4.19. Assume that (141) is true for k− 1 ≥ 0 Then zk =
kz solves Eq. (136) and z˜k = Nk−1u zk satisﬁes
z˜kt=
{
b
(
B
k
u +Cku
)+Lku }z˜k+Nk−1u (bRku z+k( f2−f1
))
 (142)
where
B
k
u = Nk−1u MuNku Cku = Nk−1u MuNku
(
T
k
u · ∇ +Dku
)
T
k
u = Nk−1u
(
2Sku +M−1u Gku
)
N
k
u  D
k
u = 12div T
k
u
L
k
u = bNk−1u
{
MuN
k
u +Gku ∇Nku −MuNku Dku
}+ (Nk−1u )tNku 
From Lemma 4.21, we get Lku ∞0 ≤ C uniformly for u ∈ W As before, the
operatorsBku t + Cku t are skew adjoint with respect to the scalar product
deﬁnedusingW ku insteadofWu in (128). Thus theoperatorsB
k
u t +Cku t
generate an evolution operator U kt s in L2 (cf. [23], Lemma 5.4) satisfy-
ing U kt sL2→L2 ≤ M uniformly for all u ∈ W ∩ C10 1H∞ 0 <
b ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1. Writing g˜k = U kt 0Nk−1u0 kg and f˜ k =
N
k−1
u bRku z + k
(
f2
−f1
), we obtain
z˜kt = g˜k +
∫ t
0
U kt sLku z˜k + f˜ ksds (143)
Using the interpolation estimate z2k ≤ Cz˜k0 + z0, we get
z˜kt0 ≤ C
{2k−2∑
i=0
	u	2k+q+2−i2 + 1zi + 	f g	2k +
∫ t
0
z˜ks0ds
}

Applying Gronwall’s lemma, we derive the inequality
z˜kt0 ≤ C
{k−1∑
i=0
	u	2k+q+3−2i 2 + 1z2i + 	f g	2k
}
 (144)
The hypothesis of the induction and (6) give the result.
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Theorem 4.23. Problem (118) admits for any u ∈ W ∩ C10 1H∞
f ∈ C0 1H∞ g ∈ H∞ 0 < b ≤ 1 a unique solution z ∈ C10 1H∞
For any integer k, there is C > 0 depending only on k φd+2 such that
	z	k 2 ≤ C
{	u	k+q+6 2 + 1	f g	3 + 	f g	k+3} (145)
In particular, the linear solvability condition Adqηd1 d2  holds for φ, where
d1 = q+ 6 d2 = 3 d = max3 n + q d0 = q >
n
2
 (146)
Proof. By [23], Theorem 5.12, (118) admits a unique solution z ∈
C10 1H∞ Using the differential equations (118) and (141), we get
zt2k+2 + ztt2k ≤ C
2k+2∑
i=0
	u	2k+q+5−i 2 + 1	f g	i (147)
for t ∈ 0 1 By means of interpolation (6), we obtain
	z	2k 2 ≤ C
{	u	2k+q+5 2 + 1	f g	2 + 	f g	2k+2} (148)
This gives the desired estimate (145) and thus the assertion.
Now conditions (40), (41), (42), (77), (78), and (87) hold if we put τ1 =
10
7  τ2 = τ3 = 118 , and τ4 = τ5 = 43 and deﬁne α γβ = αn γn βn for
n ≤ 5 by
αn γn βn =


8 12 13 n = 1
9 13 15 n = 2 3
10 14 17 n = 4 5
(149)
and if we put τ = 1+ 3/d for n ≥ 6 and (with x = largest integer ≤ x)

αn = n+ n/2 + 2 n ≥ 6
γn = n+ n/2 + 6 n ≥ 6
βn = 2n+ 7 n ≥ 6, n even
βn = 2n+ 6 n ≥ 6 n odd
 (150)
Theorem 4.24. Let αn γn βn be deﬁned by (149) and (150). Let φ ∈
Hβn+2 satisfy (115) and assume (113), (114), and (116). Then there exist
numbers B > 0 and δ > 0 such that the nonlinear Cauchy problem (110)
admits for any initial value ψ ∈ V ∗ = ψ ∈ Hγn  φ− ψγn ≤ δ a unique
solution u ∈ C10 BHαn ∩ C0 BHαn+2 Moreover, the solution map
V ∗ → C1αn 20 B ψ → u is continuous.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.14.
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Theorem 4.25. In the situation of Theorem 4.24 for any (large) T > 0
there is  = T  > 0 so that for any φ ∈ Hβn+2 satisfying (115) and φγn ≤
, there is a solution u ∈ C1αn 20 T  of problem (110).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.17.
As a particular case, we consider the more speciﬁc example{
iut = −u+ V xu− f 	u	2u− g	u	2g′	u	2u
u0 x = φx x ∈ n (151)
where f g ∈ C∞0∞ and V ∈ ∞n Note that conditions
(113)–(116) are always satisﬁed for equations of type (151) (cf. [23]). Hence
any given initial value φ ∈ Hd+2 satisﬁes the solvability condition Adqηd1 d2 
Equations of the form (151) have been studied in many papers in physics.
The case gs = s corresponds to the superﬂuid ﬁlm equation in plasma
physics (cf. [12] and [13] and the references in [14] and [23]); the case
gs = 1 + s1/2 models an ultra-short laser in matter (cf. the literature
cited in [2–6, and 27]. Further references can be found in [1, 11, 15, 18, 24,
25, and 30]. In the mathematical literature well-posedness results for the
Cauchy problem (151) are contained in [3, 14, 22, and 23]. Different from
[3], here we can consider arbitrary space dimensions and do not need any
smallness assumptions when proving local well-posedness.
Corollary 4.26. Let φ ∈ Hβn+2 be an arbitrary initial value. Then there
exists B > 0 such that the nonlinear Cauchy problem (151) admits a unique
solution u ∈ C10 BHαn ∩ C0 BHαn+2
Corollary 4.27. For any T > 0 there is  > 0 so that for any φ ∈ Hβn+2
with φγn ≤ , problem (151) has a unique solution u ∈ C1αn 20 T 
The existence of global solutions requires more work. Here we give only
some sufﬁcient conditions obtained from Theorems 3.15 and 3.16.
Corollary 4.28. Let φ ∈ H∞ and assume that for any T > 0 there
is M > 0 such that any solution u ∈ C10 T H∞ of problem (151)
satisﬁes
utβn+2 ≤M 0 ≤ t < T (152)
Then problem (151) admits a unique global solution u ∈ C10∞H∞
Corollary 4.29. Let φ ∈ Hσn σn ≥ βn + 2 Assume that for any T > 0
there is M > 0 so that any solution u ∈ C10 T Hαn ∩ C0 T Hαn+2
of (151) satisﬁes ut ∈ Hβn+2 0 ≤ t < T , and (152). Then problem (151)
admits a unique global solution u ∈ C10∞Hαn ∩ C0∞Hαn+2
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